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9 January 1958 

From: Security Officer 
To: 	Commanding Officer, NACS-1 

Subj: Statement of LCD? C. D. VAL31LIGE., USN, 351009/1300, Security -
Officer, U. S. Naval Air Station, Cubi Point, concerning the 
incident occurring on 5 January 1958 involving SCHRAND, Martin 
.2:4, 1639694, Private, U. S. Marine Carps K 

1. .This statement incorporates entries from the Naval Air Station,. 
Cubi Point Security Department Log and opinions derived from the 
investigation conducted by the Security Officer and the.Criminal 
Investigator of the NaVal Air Station, Cubi Point. 

2. The incident was. reported to the Naval Air Station Security Patrol 
office at 1940H, .5 January 1958, by Kr. Edmund L. CAABONZAU, Crash 
Fire Captain, Naval Air Station, Cubi Point Operations Department. 
The incident. reported was the shooting of a Marine sentry on the west' 
perimeter of the carrier aircraft parking area aboard the Naval Air. 
Station, Cubi Point, The identity of the victim was established as 
SORRAND, Martin T., 1639694, Pvt, UT= by his identification card re-
moved from the body and by.  the Corporal of the Guard of MACS-1 on duty 
at the tine of the occurrence of the incident. At 2005H, the victim 
was removed from the scene to the Cubi Ridge Naval Hospital via Navy 
ambulance. The victim was pronounced dead on arrival by the Medical 
Officer of the Day. 

3. The Naval Air Station.Security Officar'was'notified at 1943H and, 
accompanied by the Criminal Investigator, fir. Renneth V. DAVIS, arrived 
at the scene of the shooting.. at 20161. Photographs of the surrounding 
scene and of a mock-up of the victimts body were made, The Corporal 
of the Guard was, used'to represent the victim since he was the first 
individual on the scene. 

4. The Naval Air Station Security Officer and his Criminal Investigator 
conducted an onsight investigation to determine if another person-or 
persons were involved in the incident. The initial inspection of the 
area was conducted during hours of darkness; therefore, the area was 
placed under security guard and re-inspected the following morning 
after sunrise. This second investigation disclosed beyond doubt that 
no other person or persons were involved in the incident. This being 
the case, the. Naval Air Station Security Officer released all information, 
personal belongings of the victim, and the weapon to the Commanding 
Officer, MACS-1, so that he might conduct his investigation. This delay 
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Statemant of 2nd Lieutenant Hubert 3 CH:EYRIE II. SQuadron Duty Officer  

About 1900 on the evening of 5 January 19D8, the Corporal of the Guard, Cpl, BOWE and I had just finished inspecting the guard, Pfc PERSONS on the crypto van, in the RIOS —1 storage area. Everything was secure, quiet and well lit and the sentry was alert. CO. BO WE and I got into the jeep to inspect further and drive around the area and consult with the other sentries. We had just driven around back of parking area immediately beside the crypto van when the cryoto sentry came running over whistling and shouting words to the effect, "Lieutenant!! there was a shot, the sentry across the way shot stmebody, cone quickly!!" Where .upon I turned M  my jeep around and sped directly to post adjacent the crypto van area. I drove up the line of trucks, left to right, searching methodically. discovered Pvt. SCBT120 lying face up in similar fashion to the photos with the exception of the weapon. I stopped the jeep beside him, jumped out, scanned the area net too therol. ,7ply for possible intruders. I stooped clown over the fallen man, and looked him over without moving him. I decided to get medical help. It appeared to me that he had fallen on top of his weapon for it was underneath his legs. I took immediate action to get to a phone. I left the corporal of the guard. with Pvt. SCHRAYD . and I rushed back to the crypto van. The sentry there was not aware of the phone and its location, so I rushed over to the tower and dispatched • the crash crew and any readily avalible doctors and corpsmen. I had on other man alert the hospital. Upon returning to the scene the Corpsman and crash crew were already there. The ambulance was on its way and not very far behind me, and care was being administered. At this time I secured the weapon and the empty shell. There were no Other rounds in the weapon. It was told to me that the fired shell was still in the chamber,although I did not receive the weapon and shell as such. The ambulance arrived very shortly and the boy was rushed to the hospotal. I returned to the tower to call Mai FIEGENER and inform him. I then dlove back to the area, picked up Cpl ROWE and drove to the hospital. Arriving at the hospital I learned • that the boy was D. O. A. 'I turned the weapon over to the authorities at the hospital, The authorities there uncovered four (4) unused rounds v" is Pvt. SCE's pocket. 

K L1y2,LA5.--7s 
HLIDERT 3. CIIMRIE II 
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